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 It provides a comprehensive GUI with easy-to-use tools to create stunning audio and MIDI works using both hardware and
software synths, and is the only VST plug-in bundle that offers soundbanks for the Windows Audio and AudioUnit plug-in

formats. Key Features: Custom Control: Control any parameter, from velocity to pitch bend. Effect: Reverb, delays, chorus,
chorus/flanger, stereo Warming, reverb, delays, crossfeed. Effect Transitions: 'Drive' and 'Dry-Wet' effects. Arpeggiator:
Simple or advanced arpeggiator modes. LFO and Sampler: The LFO can modulate a parameter, or generate random signal

sequences, and you can apply random events using the sampler. Format Conversion: The bundled tools convert any instrument
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into any other format. The Korg X-Key MIDI Mapper offers a simple way to quickly and easily map your MIDI controllers to a
number of key devices. You can also control any parameter from your sound device or track. Map MIDI Controller to device
(touch or wheel). Mapping MIDI Controller to track. Tempo Changes. Reverb (algorithmic). Audio input mapping to sound

device. Free auto-mapping. One-touch remapping. Options to enable/disable individual controls. Notes The Korg X-Key MIDI
Mapper can map a large number of MIDI controllers to keys on your keyboard, a large number of keys on your MIDI controller

or to your audio track. The X-Key MIDI Mapper works with software as well as hardware devices and has been designed to
work with all Korg devices including the X-Key as well as the Korg S-Series, Kaossilator and Volcas series. The X-Key can be
connected to your computer via the supplied MIDI cable or, in some cases, can be connected via MIDI In/Out ports. Note: The

following devices are supported by the X-Key MIDI Mapper:The X-Key, X-Key MIDI Mapper, Kaossilator, Volcas series, Korg
CD-50, CD-25 and CD-30, Korg S-Series, Korg X-25 and X-50. Features: Mapping MIDI Controller to a Key 82157476af
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